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By G. J. Moffat

Paperback. Book Condition: New. Not Signed; Alex Cahill and Logan Finch return in the gripping
third novel in GJ Moffat's Glasgow-set crime series. When a passenger jet crashes in Denver,
Colorado, nobody survives. In Glasgow, Alex Cahill is surprised to receive a phone call from the wife
of an old Secret Service colleague who was supposedly travelling on the doomed plane. But there is
no record of his name on the passenger list. Cahill uses his connections to find out what has
happened but no one is talking. Not even to him. Enlisting the help of his lawyer and friend, Logan
Finch, Cahill is determined to get some answers. Logan's girlfriend, DCI Rebecca Irvine, is also
looking for answers. A new drug is killing users but is it accidental death or could it be homicide? As
Rebecca searches the streets of Glasgow, and Cahill and Logan head to Denver, they are unaware
that a perfect storm of events across the globe is about to engulf them all. book.
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Reviews
This book is fantastic. It really is packed with wisdom and knowledge I am pleased to explain how this is the greatest ebook i actually have go through in
my personal daily life and can be he greatest ebook for at any time.
-- Mr . Za cha r ia h O 'Ha r a
It in just one of the best ebook. I could possibly comprehended everything using this written e ebook. You wont feel monotony at whenever you want of your
time (that's what catalogs are for regarding should you check with me).
-- Da ya na B r ekke Sr .
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